Flight Line's - Online Gift Shop

Great aviation gifts available immediately online.

Flight Line is one of very few aviation sources in Minnesota and surrounding states.
Below are just a few offers available today for ordering from our online gift shop.

WWII.50 Caliber
Cartridge

This World War II relic was
fired from a U.S. fighter or
bomber whose crew was
preparing
for combat. This .50 caliber

The Visual Dictionary
of Flight

Best-Seller
Aero Props

This visual dictionary looks at
the inner workings of planes

These hand-propelled copter

Browning machine gun
and other flying machines of all
toys are a Flight
ght Line's bestbest
cartridge and links are a
kinds. Here is an entirely new
seller. Get them by the dozen
genuine piece of World War II
kind of dictionary, one that is for great gifts that can soar up to
history. This cartridge is "head packed with superb illustrations
35 feet.
stamped" with the year of
and aviation terms.
Our Price: $10.95/dozen
manufacture and the location of
Our Price: $7.95
S & H: $3.75
the arsenal from which it was
S & H: $3.95
made.
Our Price: $24.95
S & H: $7.95

Many more items are planned to be listed soon in our online gift shop. Click Here to visit
the site for great aviation items that are available right now. All transactions take place
securely and conveniently
veniently through PayPal.
In the near future, we plan to open a physical gift shop to be located in the company's
upcoming event center and restaurant planned to overlook the Anoka County Airport in
Blaine, Minnesota. Visit www.flightlineltd.com to support this exciting new facility!
Sincerely,
Craig Schiller
Flight Line Enterprise, LTD.
763-784-6400
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